The original minimal exposure path problem in wireless sensor networks did not consider path constraint conditions. To consider the actual demand, this article proposes a minimal exposure path problem that requires the passage of the path through the boundary of a certain region. In this situation, because a corresponding weighted graph model cannot be developed, the methods that are used to solve the original minimal exposure path problem (the grid method and the Voronoi diagram method) are ineffective. Thus, this article first converts the problem into an optimization problem with constraint conditions. Because of the difficulty in finding a solution due to the model's high nonlinearity and high dimensional complexity, as well as the special characteristics of the problem, a hybrid genetic algorithm is proposed to find the solutions. This article also provides a proof for the convergence of the designed algorithm. A series of simulation experiments demonstrates that the designed optimization model with constraints and the hybrid genetic algorithm can effectively solve the proposed minimal exposure path problem.
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are composed of large numbers of sensor nodes that have sensing, data processing, and wireless communication functionalities. Because of their advantages of low cost and expendability, WSNs have been widely used in commercial and military fields (e.g. environmental monitoring, earthquake and weather forecasts, underground and deepwater probes). Research and applications of WSNs have attracted the attention of many researchers and manufacturers.
Coverage is one of the key fundamental technologies of WSNs; it reflects the WSN's perceptibility of the monitored region. The coverage quality directly influences the performance of the monitoring system, and the measurement of coverage quality helps to describe the coverage of the entire network for the monitored targets (stationary or moving targets); it is also helpful in guiding the adjustment and optimization of sensor node deployments.
There have been many discussions about measuring coverage for target detection, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and most have concentrated on fence coverage problems. From the perspective of the characteristics of the monitored objects, 1 the coverage problem in WSNs can be categorized into regional coverage, scanning coverage, and fence coverage. The goal of research on fence coverage is to find one or multiple paths that connect the starting point to the end point, so these paths can describe the quality of detection and monitoring of moving targets under different definitions of coverage quality. ''Exposure crossing'' 2, 8 simultaneously considers the temporal factor of ''target exposure'' and the special factor of the ''sensing strength'' of the sensor node on the target. Mathematically, it can be described as the integration of the sensing strength curve along the crossing path over time and space, and it is used to judge the quality of the coverage of a deployed sensor node on the exposure path. This measuring method was first discussed for the fence coverage problem and is currently the most widely used method. 2, 8 The path that corresponds to the minimal exposure crossing is called the minimal exposure path; the problem of searching for this path is called the minimal exposure path problem.
It is pretty remarkable that in the practical WSN coverage problems, the importance of each location in the covered region might not be the same; for example, some regions in the area might be more sensitive. In addition, due to particular conditions (such as high temperatures, harsh environments, or sensitive and dangerous regions), some regions are not accessible; sensor nodes cannot be deployed within these regions, and the only option to protect these regions is to deploy sensors in the surrounding area. The moving target starts at a fixed point. When it reaches a sensitive region, it can only move along the boundary of the region (a small portion of the path in Figure 1 belongs to the boundary of this sensitive region) and then reaches the fixed end point. Thus, the ability of the WSN to monitor the moving target from the starting point to the end point along a certain path needs to be quantified, and the path with minimal exposure must be obtained. For convenience, this type of sensitive region is called a special protection region and corresponds to the problem discussed in previous studies. 2, 8 The path that is sought is called the minimum exposure path problem with constraint conditions (MEP-CC problem). The proposed MEP-CC problem in this article considered that the mobile target only can move along some part border of a special region as it cannot get through this special region. There is no restriction that the region is whether in the middle of the monitoring area.
The main contributions of this article are as follows:
1. To consider realistic scenarios, this article proposes a minimal exposure path problem with constraint conditions. The problem considers the special requirement that the moving target can only move along the boundary of an inaccessible area of the covered area because sensors cannot be deployed in that region. 2. In contrast to the traditionally used grid-based method and Voronoi-diagram-based method, this article first abstracts the proposed MEP-CC problem into an optimization model with constraints, which allows the use of mathematical optimization methods to solve the MEP problem. 3. Due to the difficulty in solving the designed complex high dimensionality and highly nonlinear optimization model with constraint conditions, this article considers the characteristics of the actual problem and designs a reasonable form of the fitness function and a local searching method that can eliminate paths with sawtooth patterns. A hybrid genetic algorithm is designed to solve the proposed MEP-CC problem, and the proof of the overall convergence of the algorithm is provided. 4. The MEP-CC problem proposed in this article is an expansion of the original MEP problem; the designed solution method is suitable for large-scale sensor node deployments.
The remaining content and structure of this article are as follows: In section ''Related works,'' we present some related works in MEP problem. Section ''Problem description'' introduces the basic concepts and limitations of the traditional MEP problem and proposes a MEP-CC problem that contains a special protection region. Section ''Multivariate optimization model for the minimal exposure path problem with special protection region boundary condition constraints'' analyses the reason that traditional MEP problem-solving methods are ineffective for the proposed problem and then develops a multi-variant optimization model. Section ''A hybrid genetic algorithm'' analyses the highly nonlinear characteristics of the new model, combines the characteristics of the practical problem, and designs a hybrid genetic algorithm. Section ''Global convergence analysis of the hybrid genetic algorithm'' provides a proof for the convergence of the designed algorithm. Section ''Experiments and discussions'' develops and analyses six experimental scenarios (including deterministic, random, and large-scale deployments of sensor nodes), and section ''Conclusion'' presents the conclusions.
Related works
The essence of the minimal exposure path (MEP) problem is the curve extreme problem in mathematics, 9 which is also called the functional extreme variational problem. 10 A common mathematical method of solving the variational problem is to solve the corresponding Euler-Lagrange differential equation; 5 an analytical solution of this differential equation can provide a precise expression of this path. However, in the multiple sensor nodes scenario, the Euler-Lagrange differential equation is difficult to express and is even more difficult to solve due to its high nonlinearity. Thus, an accurate analytical solution cannot be obtained even when the mathematical essence of this problem had been determined. [11] [12] [13] Currently, the only available accurate analytical solution is for a single sensor node scenario; 11 only approximation solutions are available for the minimal exposure path problem in the multiple sensor nodes scenario. Approximation solution methods mainly include grid-based searching methods and the Voronoidiagram-based computational geometric method. Meguerdichian et al.
14 first designed an exposure crossing problem-solving method based on the idea of grids. This method first divides the sensing region into square grids, calculates the degree of exposure of each side of the grid based on the node distribution, and uses a shortest path algorithm, such as the Dijkstra algorithm, to find the path that crosses the sensing region and has the minimum exposure. The Voronoi-diagram-based computational geometric method was proposed by Veltri et al. 15 The set of next candidate positions of the moving target is analyzed through a Voronoi diagram; at the same time, the degree of exposure of the moving object that follows the path during a certain time period is defined as the sensing strength of the sensor nodes along the path. Improvements to these two methods and applications to various scenarios have been proposed: several studies 11, 12 have combined the Voronoi diagram method with the Euler-Lagrange differential equation for a single sensor node and have proposed an improved method, while another study 13 applied the grid method to solve for the minimal exposure path of anisotropic sensor nodes. These studies address variants and applications of the grid method and the Voronoi diagram method for specific situations.
The mathematical problem that corresponds to the MEP-CC problem is the curve extreme fitting problem, 9 and the essence is a variational problem (unilateral variational problem with functional extremes). 9, 10 Similar to the original MEP problem, under the multiple sensor nodes scenario, the MEP-CC problem cannot be solved by solving Euler-Lagrange partial differential equations. Due to the constraints of the protected region boundary conditions, a corresponding weighted diagram model cannot be developed; the two basic types of approximation solution methods, the grid-based method and the Voronoi-diagram-based method, are also no longer appropriate. To solve this type of problem, this article first abstracts the MEP-CC problem with a special protection region into an optimization problem with constraints. This optimization problem is a complex problem of high dimensionality and high nonlinearity; it is difficult for traditional mathematical optimization methods to find an overall optimized solution. Under the framework of a genetic algorithm, this article combines the characteristics of the problem and designs a hybrid genetic algorithm solution method. A series of experiments demonstrates that the designed model and solution method can solve this new minimal exposure path problem. Compared with the grid-based and Voronoi-diagrambased methods, the designed method can not only be applied to the MEP-CC problem but also to the original MEP problem and is more general than the existing method.
Problem description
Degree of exposure and the minimal exposure path problem
The degree of exposure was first defined by Meguerdichian and colleagues. 2, 8 Assume that m sensors, s 1 , s 2 , ., s m , are distributed within the range of sensing region A to monitor a moving target crossing A. These sensor nodes can capture their own position information through some defined mechanism [16] [17] [18] and can ensure the reliability of coverage of the areas surrounding them. [19] [20] [21] A moving target travels from a fixed starting point s along a path P across region A to a fixed end point. The mathematical definition of the degree of exposure is 2, 8 E(P, s, d) = ð P I(p)dp ð1Þ
where I(P) represents the sensing strength of m sensors, s 1 , s 2 , ., s m , when detecting the moving target at a certain point p on path P. , p) represents the Euclidean distance between s i and p. For convenience, in subsequent discussions, I(P) is the mode with the maximum sensing value; however, the designed method is not limited to this mode.
The MEP problem (for convenience, this is called the original MEP problem in the remainder of this article) is to find the path that connects the starting point s to the end point d that has the minimum degree of exposure. Assuming that path P can be expressed in the form y = y(x), equation (1) is a function of the function y(x), and it can be described mathematically as a functional [11] [12] [13] 
The MEP problem can thus be expressed as
A minimal exposure path problem with constraint conditions
In practical field applications, certain regions within the sensing region A need to be protected. However, limitations that are caused by some conditions, such as geospatial restrictions; harsh environments; or unreachable, dangerous, and sensitive regions, prevent sensor nodes from being deployed in some locations, and the only option is to pre-deploy sensor nodes around these regions. The moving target cannot enter this region; when it approaches the region from the starting point, it can only move along the boundary of the region. It will then leave the boundary at a certain point and eventually reach the end point. In the example shown in Figure 1 , the region within the curve f(x, y) = 0 is a sensitive region that needs to be protected. Due to the local conditions, sensor nodes cannot be deployed within the region f(x, y) \ 0 and can only be deployed in the region f(x, y) . 0. The moving target departs from the starting point s, follows a path, reaches point c on the boundary of the protected region, moves along the boundary to point k, and then follows a path from
The goal is to find the path with the minimal degree of exposure. This is the MEP problem with a special protected region boundary constraint condition, which corresponds to the curve extreme fitting problem in mathematics 9 (unilateral variational problems with functional extremes). 9, 10 The path in Figure 1 can be expressed as being composed of three path segments, sc _ , cnk _ , and kd
_
. By letting the set of cnk _ points on the curve be C f = fhx, yijy = f (x)g, the degree of exposure can then be expressed as
The MEP problem that contains a must-pass region boundary can then be expressed as
The constraint condition represents that the integration path cnk _ is part of the curve f = f(x, y). This proposed MEP-CC problem considers the actual conditions, including the requirement that the moving target can only move along a portion of the boundary because sensors cannot be deployed in part of the covered area due to inaccessibility.
Multivariate optimization model for the minimal exposure path problem with special protection region boundary condition constraints
The common solution methods for the original MEP problem 2,8 include the grid-based method 14 and the Voronoi-diagram-based method; 15 both methods abstract the problem into a diagram model to obtain the solution. However, the grid method is ineffective for the minimal exposure path problem with a mustpass region boundary constraint proposed in this article because the constraint condition makes it impossible to calculate the weight of the grid node that corresponds to the boundary position of the constraint region; thus, the corresponding weighted diagram model cannot be developed. The Voronoi diagram method is also ineffective for the proposed problem because the constraint condition destroys the connection between the boundary of the protected region and the Voronoi vertex, so the corresponding weighted diagram model cannot be developed. As discussed in section ''Introduction,'' the core of the MEP-CC problem with a special protection region boundary (3) is a functional extreme with constraints problem, and the variational method cannot be used to obtain accurate analytical solutions of functional extreme problems.
11-13
Based on these considerations and analysis, this article employs an indirect functional extreme solving method: the finite difference method.
10 Figure 2 illustrates the path scnkd _ from Figure 1 after being discretized by the finite difference method. The region ½x s , x d is divided into n equal segments; the series of coordinate points y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y nÀ1 that correspond to x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x nÀ1 , hx 0 , y 0 i, hx 1 , y 1 i, . . . , hx nÀ1 , y nÀ1 i can be used to approximate the path scnkd
where
Dx, and p and q are integers that satisfy x pÀ1 x c x p and x qÀ1 x c x q , respectively.
The constraint condition cnk _ Cf can be stated as follows: when p j q, y j = f (x j ). The variables to be determined in equation (4) are p, q, and y i , i = 0, . . . , n À 1. By inserting constraint conditions, the MEP problem expressed in equation (3) can be expressed as the following multi-variant optimization problem with constraint conditions
A hybrid genetic algorithm
Many mathematical deterministic optimization methods can be used to find solutions to optimization problems, such as the steepest descent method, 22 the quasi-Newton method, 23 and the filled function method. 24 However, these methods require information such as the derivative of the function and can only be used in global optimization problems with wellbehaved functions; they are difficult to use for complex engineering optimization problems. The form of the derivative of the optimization object function (5) is very complex, and the dimensionality of the continuous variable y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 is quite high; thus, classical deterministic optimization methods are not suitable for solving this optimization problem.
Compared to the deterministic optimization methods described above, stochastic optimization methods have fewer requirements for the functions; only the values of the functions are needed, and there are few requirements for the properties of the objective functions (e.g. differentiability, continuity). They can be used to solve most optimization problems and are well suited for complex engineering optimization problems. This article uses the genetic algorithm, 25 which is a relatively mature stochastic optimization method, to design a method to solve the MEP-CC problem. However, the direct application of the standard genetic algorithm would result in a sawtooth-shaped path (Figure 3 ) because of the difficulty in controlling the amount of computation of the genetic algorithm when solving high-dimensional nonlinear optimization problems; thus, the rate of convergence toward the global optimized solution is slow. Many researchers [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] have studied the fundamental theory and techniques of the genetic algorithm in detail and have designed operators to speed up the convergence and improve the quality of the optimized solutions as well as the corresponding hybrid genetic algorithms. This article designed a key fitness function and a highly efficient local search method by considering the actual problem, which can effectively eliminate the occurrence of the sawtooth path solution and increase the convergence speed. The specific analysis and design process is as follows.
Fitness function
Only a well-designed fitness function can guide the algorithm in a desired searching direction. The genetic algorithm is an iterative searching algorithm; thus, designing a fitness function with a good form is critical. In the optimization problem equation (5), the continuous variable to be optimized is Y = ½y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 , which has a dimensionality of n 2 1. If the calculated values of the degree of exposure in equation (4) are used directly as the fitness function, for convenience,
Dx. The degree of path jumping cannot be accurately reflected; the sensing strength value I(x, y) changes dramatically in segments that contain large jumps, which will lead to significant calculation errors. If we let
express the distance between points hx i , y i i and
.., n À 1 can reflect the degree of sawtooth jumping of the path; the smaller the value, the better the result. The ideal situation is to hope that the change in the sensing strength value I(x, y) is as small as possible on every line segment and that the minimum amount of jumping occurs. By considering both of these factors, this article changed the fitness function to u(y 1 ,y 2 , ...,
where the first sum replaces the original I(x, y) value by the upper limit of the sensing strength value max (I(x, y)) in that line segment, which represents the penalty for the first factor, and the second sum represents the penalty for the second factor; the bigger the sawtooth jump, the larger the value of max i (d i ) and the larger the value after being multiplied by the path length
This design is based on the idea of penalty functions but reduces the discussion of penalty parameters compared to the common penalty function method. It also considers the degree of approximation of the degree of exposure as well as the way to reduce the occurrence of sawtooth jumping, and it can help an individual population member evolve in a good direction.
Coding and constraint condition treatment
The variables to be optimized in the optimization problem (5) include the n 2 1dimensional continuous variables y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 . Based on the analysis presented above, the constraint condition cnk _ Cf can be stated as follows: when p j q, f (x j , y j ) = 0 must be satisfied. Thus, the variables to be optimized include the integers p and q in addition to y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 . Hybrid coding can be used to treat these variables, C = ½p, q, y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 , in which p and q are integers between 1 and n 2 1 and p q. The allowed range of the continuous variables y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 can be expressed as follows: when p j q, y j = f (x j ); other values of y j are in the sensing region A.
Population initialization
Following the normal method, the individual population members C = ½p, q, y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 are initialized randomly
where rand int(c, k) represents a random integer between c and k, and c and k represent integers that correspond to the upper limit x left and lower limit x right , respectively, of the horizontal components of the boundary. 
Crossover operator
For two different individual members C a = ½p a , q a , y a, 1 , y a, 2 , . . . , y a, nÀ1 and C b = ½p b , q b , y b, 1 , y b, 2 , . . . , y b, nÀ1 , consider using the convex combination method to search for a new member. If the newly generated member is represented by C v = ½p v , q v , y v, 1 , y v, 2 , . . . , y v, nÀ1 , then the searching equation is
where int represents a rounding function, l is a random number between 0 and 1, and u a, b is a random number within [21, 1] .
To ensure that the individual is legitimate, for the y v, i component outside the allowed range, take the nearest boundary value. The design of equation (7) ensures that the algorithm has the ability to conduct a global search.
Mutation
Multiple Gaussian mutations are used; every component of the continuous variable Y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 ) of the individual C = ½p, q, y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 is Gaussian perturbed to obtain a new individual Y m ; that is,
represents a Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and a variance s 2 , and each component (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h nÀ1 ) is independent. The integral component N = ½p, q of C = ½p, q, y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 only needs Gaussian mutation to obtain N m = ½p m , q m , where p m = p + h p , h p is an integer that is obtained by rounding a zero mean Gaussian distribution with a variance of s 2 , and h p = int(N (0, s 2 p )); the same process is used for
where h is an independently distributed multipledimension Gaussian distribution function.
Local search operator
For the integral component and continuous component contained in the individual C = ½p, q, y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 , corresponding local search methods must be designed separately.
Local search for the continuous component. Because equation (5) is a highly nonlinear and high-dimensional optimization problem, the convergence rate is not sufficiently fast when the standard genetic algorithm is used, and a solution with a sawtooth-shaped curve is often obtained (Figure 3 ). For a high dimensionality and highly nonlinear complex fitness value function u(y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 ) = P nÀ1 i = 0 (max p2(\x i , y i .,
when dealing with the continuous component y i , and j p or j ! q, we consider obtaining the local extreme value of these continuous components y i , y Ã i . Due to the existence of penalty operators, designing a practical local search operator is very difficult. Thus, one can avoid analyzing the complex function form u(y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 ) and instead consider a simple function form
. The local search operator for the continuous component y i is designed as follows.
A gene segment (y i , y i + 1 , y i + 2 , . . . , y i + k ) of the continuous component Y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 ) is locally optimized; the goal is to hope that the value of the gene segment ( y i , y i + 1 , y i + 2 , . . . , y i + k ) after the optimization not only reduces the sawtooth pattern in Figure 3 but also minimizes the value of the function
, which achieves the effect of the local search. For this, we first consider performing a curve fitting (such as polynomial fitting) for the coordinate points hx i , y i i, hx i + 1 , y i + 1 i, hx i + 2 , y i + 2 i, . . . , hx i + k , y i + k i, which are represented by (y i , y i + 1 , y i + 2 , . . . , y i + k ). Let the fitted function be represented by y Ã = g(x), as shown by the solid line in Figure 3 ; thus, the significant sawtooth pattern can be eliminated. Second, we consider designing a local optimization method that would decrease the value of
. Because the fitted function obtained previously can reduce the distance between two adjacent points ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
, it is only necessary for the sensing strength I(x i , y i ) to take the local minimum to decrease the overall value of the product I(x i , y i ) ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
and thus obtain a local optimization. For this, the value of the fitted function (y
so that the corresponding I(x, y) is minimized; that is
where D is a predetermined constant, which is used to limit the search range of I(x i , y i ). value and achieve the local search effect for the k+1 dimensional components y i ,y i+1 ,...,y i+k .
Local search for the integral component. For the integral component N = ½p, q of the individual C = ½p, q, y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 , the corresponding points hx p , y p i and hx q , y q i are both on the curve f = f(x), and the distance between two adjacent points ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
can be determined by the curve f = f(x). Thus, we only need to search for the minimum value of the sensing strength I(x, y) near hx p , y p i and hx q , y q i. The obtained integral component is represented by N = ½ p, q; thus, the local search for the integral component can be expressed as
Selection method and production of the child population
In all of the individuals in the current population (parent generation) and all of the child populations (which are produced by crossovers and mutations), we select the first pop individuals to form the seed population for the next generation.
Hybrid genetic algorithm

Global convergence analysis of the hybrid genetic algorithm
This section presents the mathematical analysis and proof of convergence for the designed algorithm. It is a kind of stochastic search iterative algorithm, during each iteration, the population is modified by a number of successive probabilistic transformations such as crossover operator, mutation operator, and designed local search operator. The resulting new population depends only on the state of the current population in a probabilistic manner. This property reveals that Algorithm 1 is of a stochastic nature. Notice that the deterministic concept of ''convergence to the optimum'' is not appropriate to define exact stochastic convergence as follows.
Sg denote the set of globally optimal solutions for the global optimization problem min x2S f (x), where S represents the feasible region for x. Definition 1. Let x Ã 2 S denote one of the globally optimal solution for the global optimization problem min x2S f (x). If
then the proposed algorithm is called to converge to the global optimal solution with probability 1, where Prob{ } represents the probability of random event { }.
Algorithm 1
Step 1 (Parameter initialization). Initialize the population size pop, the maximum number of generations GenMax, the crossover operator parameter s 2 and the local search parameters k and D.
Step 2 (Population initialization). For each individual C in the population, use hybrid coding C = ½p, q, y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 , initialize pop individuals via equation (6) as the initial population P(0), use (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 ) =
as the fitness function of the individual object to calculate the fitness value for each individual, and let the generation number t = 0.
Step 3 (Crossover operator). Randomly select two individuals from the current population P(t), produce two child individuals via equation (7), and repeat the crossover operation a certain number of times. All of the individuals from these crossover operations form a set, which is denoted as O 1 .
Step 4 (Local search). For every individual C = ½p, q, y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 in O 1 , use equation (9) to perform a local search for k + 1 components of the continuous component Y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 ) after randomly selecting a location i. For the integral component N = ½p, q, use equation (10) to perform a local search; the new individual set is denoted as O 2 .
Step 5 (Mutation operator). Select the individuals in O 2 according to the probability p m and use equation (8) to conduct the mutation operation. The new individual set is denoted as O 3 .
Step 6 (Selection operation). Select the first pop individuals with the best fitness values from the set
as the seed population for the next generation P(t + 1), and let t = t + 1.
Step 7 (Termination condition). Let t = t + 1. If the current generation number t is equal to the maximum number of generations GenMax, record the optimal seed population individuals and output them as the globally optimized approximation solution; if not, jump to
Step 3 and continue the operations.
To discuss the globally convergent properties of the proposed Algorithm 1, we need to introduce the following concepts.
Definition 2. For the given two chromosomes a and b, if
ProbfMC(a) = bg.0 then b is called to be reachable from a by crossover and mutation, where MC(a) represents the offspring that were generated from chromosome a by crossover operator and mutation operator.
Ba¨ck 33 and Rudolph 34 have proved the following Lemma 1. Lemma 1. If a genetic algorithm with a finite search space S satisfies the following conditions, it will converge to the global optimal solution with probability 1 regardless of the initial population distribution. Hypothesis 1. For any two chromosomes a, b 2 S, b is reachable from a by crossover and mutation. Hypothesis 2. The population sequence P(0),
For the proposed Algorithm 1, the following conclusion applies. Theorem 1. The proposed Hybrid Genetic Algorithm for the MEP-CC model (5) of the MEP problem converges to the global optimal solution with probability 1 regardless of the initial population distribution.
Proof of Theorem 1. According to the initial population generation method as described in section ''Population initialization,'' a solution Y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 ) represents a path for the MEP problem, the feasible region is the vertical coordinates (denoted by A y ) of the sensing field F. Obviously, the object function in model (5) is a function in the feasible region with a certain lower bound; this demonstrates that the set of global optimal solutions is not empty.
First, it is proved that Algorithm 1 satisfies the Hypothesis 1,that is, for any two chromosomes 
2 ; we have Prob 
.0, where m(M F ) means the measure of the feasible region. So, we have Prob
which also conveys the conclusion that Y b is reachable from Y a . So, Algorithm 1 holds Hypothesis 1. Now, Algorithm 1 is proved to satisfy Hypothesis 2. In fact, it can be seen from the selection scheme at Step 6 of the proposed algorithm that P(k + 1) consists of the best pop chromosomes chosen from
Thus, the population sequence P(0), P(1), ., P(t), . is proved to be monotone.
From Lemma 1, we have the conclusion Algorithm 1 that converges to the global optimal solution with probability 1 regardless of the initial population distribution. j
Experiments and discussions
To test the effectiveness of the designed algorithm in solving the MEP-CC problem that contains protected regions, we designed a series of simulation experiments that include scenarios with deterministic and random distributions of sensor nodes outside the protected region.
The computer used as the test platform was configured with a 2.8 GHz Pentium(R) Dual-Core CPU E5500, 2 GB of RAM internal memory, and the Win XP (SP3) operating system. MATLAB 7.6.0 was used as the simulation software. Deterministic and random distributions (including the large-scale random node distribution) of the sensor nodes were established. The experimental parameters for the nodes were l = 4 and m = 2. If not otherwise mentioned, the maximum sensing strength model was used. The parametric settings in the designed algorithm were a population size pop of 50 and a maximum number of generations GenMax between 150 and 300; if the number of nodes was less than 100, then GenMax was set to 150, and if the number of nodes was greater than 100, then GenMax was set to 300. The curve fitting results indicated that the average code size occupied by each sensor node should be at least 5. Thus, the code size dimension of the continuous component in the hybrid code C = ½p, q, y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y nÀ1 , codeSize, is set to the integer nearest to 5( ffiffiffi ffi m p + 1), where m is the number of sensor nodes. The value of k in the k-dimensional local search is critical. If the value is too small, then the effect of the multi-dimensional local search is very weak. When k = 1, the search becomes a one-dimensional local search, which will affect the convergence speed; however, if the value is too large, then the algorithm can easily become trapped in local optima. Generally, a reasonable value for k is an integer between [codeSize/5] and [codeSize/6].
Scenario of the deterministic deployment of sensor nodes and experimental results
Experimental scenarios for the deterministic deployment of equilateral triangular and square sensor node distributions outside the protected region were designed; the specifics are as follows.
Scenario 1.
The sensing region is a 10 m 3 10 m square, and the bound of protected region is a parabola, which is marked by the solid blue line in Figure 4 . In total, 31 sensor nodes are deployed deterministically outside the protected region, and no sensor nodes are deployed within the protected region. The adjacent sensor nodes outside the protected region form squares. The path starts at (0, 3.5) and ends at (10, 4.5); this scenario is shown in Figure 4 (a) (the descriptions of these items in Figure 4 that shows the subsequent scenarios will not be repeated). The black stars mark the locations of the sensor nodes. The red plus signs and the red dashed line mark the minimal exposure path obtained; the number of every fifth point on the path is marked. The black dashed line marks the sides of the Voronoi diagram (usually called the Voronoi sides) that correspond to the sensor nodes; because the sensor nodes are distributed in squares, the corresponding Voronoi sides form a square grid. The values of the relevant parameters in the algorithm are as follows: the individual code size is 56, the population size is 50, and the local search parameters are D = 2 and k = 10. With the exception of the portion along the protected region boundary, the minimal exposure path outside the protected region almost always lies along Voronoi sides; this is consistent with the conclusions of traditional MEP problems. 1, 14, 15 The final fitness value is 57.2942. The curves in Figure 4(b) show the evolution of the optimum path during the 1st, 10th, 20th, 40th, 75th, and 150th generations of the seed populations. sensor nodes outside the protected region are arranged in equilateral triangles. The path starts at (0, 3) and ends at (10, 5) . The boundary of the protected region is a parabola, which is marked by the solid blue line in Figure 5 , and no sensors were deployed within the protected region; this scenario is shown in Figure 5(a) . Because the sensor nodes outside the protected region are deployed in equilateral triangles, the corresponding Voronoi diagram is a regular hexagonal grid. The values of the relevant parameters in the algorithm are as follows: the individual code size is 64, the population size is 50, and the local search parameters are D = 1.8516 and k = 10. As in the previous scenario, the minimal exposure path almost always follows Voronoi sides; this is consistent with the conclusions of traditional MEP problems. 1, 14, 15 The final fitness value is 95.3662. The curves in Figure 5(b) show the evolution of the optimum path during the 1st, 10th, 20th, 40th, 75th, and 150th generations of the seed populations.
The minimal exposure paths outside the protected region follow Voronoi sides in both scenarios, which is consistent with the conclusions from previous studies. 1, 14, 15 This demonstrates the accuracy and reliability of this method of determining the minimal exposure path in scenarios with deterministic sensor node deployments.
Uniform random deployment of sensor nodes
To generate a uniform random deployment of sensor nodes, we produced coordinate locations for each sensor node (x i , y i ) by generating uniform random numbers for the horizontal (X) and vertical (Y) components of a two-dimensional coordinate system. Four scenarios were generated.
Scenario 3 is in a 10 m 3 10 m region, and the special protected region is a parabola marked by a solid blue line. A total of 46 sensor nodes are randomly deployed outside the protected region, and no sensors are located inside the protected region. This scenario is shown in Figure 6 . Scenarios 4-6 use 160, 250, and 350 sensor nodes in a 100 m 3 100 m region; these scenarios are shown in Figures 7-9 , respectively.
The four scenarios with randomly deployed sensor nodes use increasing numbers of nodes and include situations with small-and large-scale random sensor node deployments; the corresponding dimensionality of the model (5) gradually increases as well. In Scenarios 4-6, the dimensionality of the continuous component exceeded 100; the dimensionality of the problem (individual code size) was very high. The algorithm can solve these problems very well. Outside the protected region, the obtained minimal exposure paths still follow Voronoi sides, which is consistent with the conclusions from previous studies. 1, 14, 15 Algorithm convergence speed Due to space limitations, only the convergence performance of Scenario 4 is presented. The curves in Figure 10 represent the changing relationship between the optimal fitness value and the generation number that corresponds to Scenario 4. The curves decrease rapidly and converge to a stable state, which demonstrates that the designed algorithm rapidly converges to the global optimal solution and is highly efficient.
Conclusion
The original minimal exposure path problem considers a path from a fixed starting point to a fixed end point with no intermediate constraints. This article discusses the minimal exposure path problem with constraint conditions that arise from restrictions from the conditions (such as high temperatures, harsh environments, or sensitive or dangerous regions) that prevent the deployment of sensors in some inaccessible regions; thus, the sensor nodes can only be deployed in the areas surrounding these regions. The moving target departs from a fixed starting point, and when it encounters a sensitive region, it can only move along the boundary of the region. The target then reaches the fixed end point. The problem proposed and discussed in this article is a variant and extension of the original minimal exposure path problem. By considering the ineffectiveness of the original methods, this article abstracts the proposed problem into an optimization model. Despite the difficulty in solving the problem, which has a high model dimensionality and is highly nonlinear, the designed hybrid genetic algorithm can effectively obtain solutions. The minimal exposure path problem with constraint conditions uses isomorphic nodes. The MEP-CC problem proposed in this article is only related to one special restricted region in the monitor area. When there are multiple special regions in the monitor area, it indeed become more complex as the visited order of these regions must be considered. But it can be researched from the problem introduced in our article. When the number of these special regions is less (for example, there are two special regions), we can modify equation (7) twice again to solve the proposed problem. It will be our further work in the future when the number of the special regions is more. Future studies will also investigate methods of solving problems with anisotropic node arrangements with different sensor types and distances between sensors as well as problems that involve the redeployment of nodes to improve the coverage quality based on the obtained minimal exposure path while considering the cost of the nodes and their isotropic or anisotropic characteristics.
